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Abstract
Background: People gain weight when assume more calories than their body can consume. Instead, they lose weight
when they consume more than what they eat. Comparing
the body to a closed system, we can call calorie balance the
difference between the input and output calories. However,
keep a balanced diet regime is never a rewarding activity
and often people give up.
Objectives: The goal is to help subjects with overweight
problems: educate these people reduces the number of people that might migrate in the obese class. We propose an
application to encourage healthier lifestyles, whose innovative feature is an automatic adaptive monitoring of the
daily calorie balance. The system uses a familiar device
and motivates the users to reach best result with the diet.
Methods: The energy consumption is related to the oxygen consumption, obviously also if combined with physical
activity.

The heart rate is directly related to the supply of oxygen.
Using this simple relation, the heartbeats are bound to the
calorie consumption.
Results: People achieve a greater awareness about food
dosage and its calories weight. Moreover the application
allows a more careful choice in food selection in order to
not vanish the efforts made to change the lifestyles.
Conclusions: We have obtained good result with off-theshelf hardware and user friendly software solutions. The
users consider the system like a game where they have
to keep higher the burned calories level. A motivational
application has been found to be a winning card to promote
healthier lifestyles, without intimidating the user.
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Introduction

With the increasing availability of food and with the
decrease of physical activity, economically developed societies are experiencing a continuous increase in the percentage of overweight people. The obesity problem is often
related to excessive calories contained in food as well as
to a decrease in physical activity and a more sedentary
lifestyle. Accordingly the population can be divided into
three classes:
1. normal people: with adequate weight to body structure and age;
2. overweight people: with 5-25% of weight more than
the optimal value for the structure and age;
3. obese people: over 25% of weight more than the optimal value for the structure and age.
This situation can be different in relation to the social contexts, but usually the cardinality of population in
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class (b) exceeds the population amount of the other two
classes. Hence, more incisive actions must be implemented
in the second group, also considering that people in class
(c) come from class (b). The target people of our application is composed of overweight subjects within a range
of 5-25% of the ideal weight for age and gender. For these
subjects a change of diet jointly with an increased physical activity should be proposed. The goal is to balance
caloric intake with energy consumption, but new problems
arise when a new diet is started. Even if a great motivation pushes the subject to start the new regime and to
make more physical activity, more and more people give
up quickly. No appreciable weight-loss that comes in the
short term and a sensation of excessive strictness cause
(also) a sense of defeat that not help to reach the target
results.
The contribution of this paper is to propose a complete
and autonomous auto-adaptive system, able to monitor in
a simple and effective way the calorie balance. The application presented does not consist in a medical device,
but it is a motivational application based on a physicalEJBI – Volume 11 (2015), Issue 3
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medical theory [9]. The calories consumption is linearly
related to oxygen consumption, that is directly tied to
blood capacity and increases linearly with heart rate in
standard workout conditions. Hence knowing the user’s
heart rate, it is possible to establish his/her calories consumption. On the other hand, the calories intake are
calculated based on dishes that the user marks as eaten
through a simple and intuitive interfaces. With these two
kinds of complementary information it is possible to calculate, display and continuously update the input/output
calories balance in order to give a rapid feedback whenever the user wants. Thanks to the continuous detection
of the cardiac parameter of the subject, the smartphone
app can calculate with a good approximation the energy
expenditure of the user. Then, knowing the quantity and
the type of eaten food, it is possible to inform the user
about his lifestyle caloric balance. The system presents
an auto-adaptive methods able to increase accuracy and
keep always updated the metabolic model.
Thanks to the growth of the mobile device market,
smartphone applications for health care are going to be
widely used. The other systems which aim to help the
user in tracking his/her calorie balance, ground their calculations only on what the user insert. Typically neither
verifications nor adjustments are carried out to verify if
the user inserts correct values or if the user metabolism
does not correspond to the standard adopted one. These
approach can show inaccurate values to the user that can
lead him/her to erroneous countermeasures while trying to
lose weight. Our system improves this issue using an algorithm able to compensate any change in the user lifestyle.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 specifies better the objectives of our work with some hints
about the human metabolism, compared with other experience. Section 3 shows how the system works and all its
features. The paper ends with some results in Session 4,
a brief discussion on issues about certificates for medical
devices in Session 5 and conclusions in Section 6.
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Objectives

The cardinality of the overweight people group is
greater than the other sets, so the main goal is to help
the people of that class. It is reasonable to think that if
we educate overweight people we can reduce the number of
people that might migrate in the obese class. We decided
to design and develop an application for the automatic
auto-adaptive monitoring of the daily calorie balance. It
uses a familiar device for the user and helps them to reach
best result with the diet. Moreover, the system supports
the user in a continued way in order to avoid an early
abandonment of the diet for example because the results
are slow in coming.
How to measure continuously the heartbeat and how
to bind it to the burned calories in a consistent way were
the first problems. The target was to avoid too complex evaluation methods that could be not accessible on
EJBI – Volume 11 (2015), Issue 3

a large scale, for instance as the Benedict-Roth apparatus [26]. We have developed a method able to adapt day
by day the metabolic rate estimation, in order to follow
the changes in the user metabolism. Further important
features make the application able to provide a tracking
system on patient’s eating habits, in order to provide feedback on ”choosing a dish” or ”dietary errors”.

2.1

Metabolism and Physics Principles

The term Basal Metabolism indicates the set of all
chemical reactions that occur in the body and we can distinguish two phases:
• Catabolism the set of reactions in which complex
molecules are broken down into simple ones with
the release of energy;
• Anabolism the set of reactions in which complex
molecules are synthesized from simpler ones with
the storage of energy.
These two phases of metabolism are closely linked one
with the other. Catabolism reactions provide the energy
and the materials needed for anabolic reactions, which
the body uses to build molecules and cellular structures
necessary for its survival. Three-quarters of the energy
released by the nutrients oxidation is thermical energy,
while the remaining quarter is mechanical energy. Any
chemical reaction and underlying metabolic processes involve energy exchanges, similarly all activities carried out
by the human body require energy. The concept of energy
is related to the oxygen consumption, hence all human internal chemical processes use oxygen for their reactions.
All human activities contribute to the total amount of
burnt oxygen that a normal non agonistic body uses in
everyday life.
The synthesis of new materials, anabolic processes, in
overweight people are more active than catabolic ones. In
summary the increase in body weight is the result of an
unbalance between the energy assumed with food and the
energy cost of the organic functions (internal metabolism
and physical activity). To carry out the activities, the
organic chemical energy is processed and made available
through the metabolic processes. That phase uses oxygen
as an essential reaction element: oxygen consumption is
proportional to the amount of transformed energy that is
taking place within the body. If energy intake is greater
than the oxidation reactions can use, chemical conversion
processes are activated to fix the amount of unused energy in reserve tissues (fat tissues) that increase the body
weight.
To monitor the changes in body weight, without interacting with mechanisms of assimilation and transformation, there are only two alternatives:
1. limit the energy intake through food;
2. increase the energy consumption through physical
and mental activity.
c 2015 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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For our work it has been crucial to emphasize that
the energy consumption is directly related to the oxygen
consumption and it related to the heartbeats.

2.2

Related Works

Usually other similar projects focus only on calculating the energy consumption [1, 18] or just on the caloric
intake [2]. They fail to help the user to read parameters
indicating whether he/she is doing a good job with the
diet or the physical activity. People who are aware of the
meaning of kcal will appreciate an automatic calculation
of daily calorie intake [3], but for others it will be just a
number without any important meaning. As a result they
might not realize that a wrong eating habit may undermine the sacrifices put in place.
The heart rate monitoring mechanism is often used to
derive the calories consumption of a person [19]. In particular, thanks to the performance of the new mobile devices this technique quickly became familiar in the smartphone application universe, but rarely the available solutions are supported by a base medical-physical theory. In
[20] they proposed a very interesting system but no adjustments are made to compensate the variations of the user’s
metabolism. In [6] they understood the desirable necessity
of a continuous heart rate monitoring and the target to
be not bound by the proximity to the radio base station.
Hence their system communicates with the smartphone of
the user, allowing him/her to move outside any predefined
limited coverage areas. In [21] a bulky device is proposed
to monitoring the calorie balance using a PDA, the resulting system is quite invasive and users can be unmotivated
to adopt it. Several other solutions have been proposed
to monitor the heart rate in a non-invasive way with a
wearable ECG system [4] or a ring sensor [5]. Another
interesting system is to use the camera to monitoring the
heartbeat [22], but in this case the user should remember
to measure it regularly and the system would not have a
constant data stream. Other more precise systems [23, 24]
require a periodical calibration phase to measure resting
metabolic rate, using specific instrumentation. Resting
metabolic rate changes over time and varies the resting
energy expenditure.
As stated in [7], we should not underestimate the danger of providing incorrect details to the end users, with
which they can mistakenly change their eating habits or
their lifestyle. From [8] we can see that the population in
Western Europe is at risk for obesity but being able to gain
access to advanced technologies such as smartphones and
biomedical sensors, they can easily benefit from the use of
techniques of automatic control of the calories consumed.
Moreover, solutions to encourage and motivate healthier
lifestyles [25] can be very important, especially if they are
easily available as the mobile phone applications.
c 2015 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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Methods

The proposed application allows the user to continuously measure the number of heartbeats that he/she has
during the day. It uses a chest belt to calculate the energy
consumption thanks to the relationship that binds oxidation reaction with oxygen consumption and heart rate. In
standard conditions the oxygen consumption is proportional to the heart rate. The system starts using a first
approximation: a default energy value is associated to a
heartbeat. Then a better estimation can be reached considering the operating conditions detected by the instruments and applying weight-functions to the single beat.
This calibration is achievable by asking the user to
measure its own weight and counting the total number
of heartbeats in a given period. Knowing what he/she
ate, it is possible to correct the first estimated value. The
application adopts this algorithm to calibrate the weight
of each heartbeat for the specific user in term of energy
consumption. The user just has to write down the foods
that consumes and his/her weight and he has to wear the
chest belt. Thanks to the cardiac measurements made by
the sensor, the application will calculate all the rest using
the standard tables of food energy [15, 16]. The user received the updated results on the smartphone display and
is able to adjust his/her eating and physical habits. The
concept behind this system is the possibility of being able
to determine the energy expenditure of a subject knowing
his/her heart activity [9].
It is really important to track in a continuous manner the users heart rate. We can achieve this purpose
using a sensor with local memory or a sensor without
local memory, that sends its readings to a device with
storage and computational capabilities. Smartphones appear to be excellent candidates for this purpose: the user
can always keep it close enough to receive the sensor signal. To preserve the battery power on both side a Bluetooth Low Energy protocol has been chosen to perform
the communications. Currently the market offers many
sensors with different shapes and features. A chest belt,
with a Bluetooth 4.0 transmitter and an accuracy at least
within three percent, is a kind of sensor that meets the
need. The user can wear it as just wake up. It can feel
the heartbeat thanks to two electrically conductive pads
and with a simple formula it can update its internal heart
rate measurement. Then it sends at regular intervals the
read values to the application which resides on the user’s
smartphone. The smartphone application is able to show
and manage every significant information in a very simple
interface (Figure 1).

3.1

Auto-adaptive Behavior

How many calories does the user burn with a heartbeat? Is this value fixed or not? How does it change with
respect to lifestyle change? Auto-adaptive behavior is the
main innovative feature of the system.
EJBI – Volume 11 (2015), Issue 3
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Figure 1: Application flowmap.

3.2

A Common Approach

3.3

The Auto-adaptive Approach

No spirometers or special tools are needed, but the user
inserts some data through the application interfaces. First
of all it is necessary to estimate the relationship ”Beats
per Calorie” (BPC) and then keeping updated this value.
BPC is the number of heartbeats required to burn one
calorie. The initial estimate can be defined dividing the
daily calorie needs of the subject [17] (estimated on gender, age and weight) with the number of heartbeats occurred in the first day of use. Then the BPC correction
can be done when the user makes a further weighing. It
is possible to derive it from the stored data, in relation
to the time elapsed from the previous weighing using this
formula:
Therefore it is not possible to rely on a single precise
∆K = K − HB/BP C
(1)
measurement. We developed another method, less precise, integrated into the application and able to follow the
where ∆K is the delta-calorie, K is the calorie intake,
subject habits.
HB is the heartbeats number occurred and the BPC is the
The estimated ”calorie weight” for each heartbeat can
be calculated by a specialist, for instance with a BenedictRoth spirometer. This measure, although very faithful
to the real relationship between heart rate and calories
burned, refers to a particular time of the year and to
a particular physical state of the subject. These conditions can change, even considerably if the subject follows
a diet. Hence any fixed value can invalidate the accuracy
of a system like the proposed one, especially if the user
metabolism evolves day by day. Moreover only few users
can access to the spirometer at the same time.
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previous estimate of Beats per Calorie. Assuming that the 3.4 Incentive Functions
subject weight changes due to an accumulation or a loss of
body fat (except great developments of muscle mass) the
Among the peculiarities of the system there are some
energy produced can be estimated in 7.7kcal/gr. Hence if
incentive
functions. They ensure a better user experience
the ∆K between two weighings fits this equation:
and they help the user to keep the right food habit. These
∆W = ∆K/7.7 kcal/gr
(2) functions are designed in order to simplify the whole system.
where the ∆W is the real difference of weight, it means
that the initial BPC estimate is fine. Otherwise the BPC
3.4.1 Immediate Feedback
in (1) should be adjusted in order that ∆W complies with
(2).
To limit damages caused by an incorrect reading or
There are several difficulties that characterize the diet.
too much readings taken at a short distance, a restric- The two causes that mostly affect the failure rate are the
tion of the incisiveness of the correction formula is per- non-continuity and the early abandonment of the conformed. Also because people at home usually have not trolled diet.
accurate balance scales, the algorithm can be led to an erThis is mainly due to the fact that the human organism
roneous correction if a wrong weighting result is inserted
is
slow
to react to the diet and physical activity change:
in the formula. To limit that this possibility occur, after a
the
first
significant results are postponed for several weeks
weighting the algorithm doesn’t correct the previous BPC
after
starting
the diet. This expectation can be too long
with 100% strength; instead throttle the correction based
for
those
who
were not sufficiently determined. This situon how much time has passed since the previous weighation
leads
them
to a temporary or permanent abandoning. Therefore, weighting far back in time make a strong
ment
of
the
diet
regime.
correction on the BPC, while close weighing affect it very
little.
One of the main features of our application is to
The application initially uses a standard estimate encourage the user to continue and possibly to correct
value to calculate the calories burned, given a certain his/her diet regime. The system provides rapid feedback,
number of heartbeats. Then it starts to auto-adapt to calibrated on the number of calories burned or stored day
the metabolic characteristics of the user. Using the ap- by day, transmitting a simple message like ”Keep it this
plication, the algorithm is able to correct its parameters, way! You are going right!.
providing as reliable as possible the energy consumption
of the user. This behavior allows the system to provide
responses always accurate, despite the user’s metabolism 3.4.2 Choosing a Dish
varies as a result of the new lifestyle undertaken. In addition to the benefit of ”chase” the metabolic behavior of
For each dish the application shows the caloric
the user, the auto-adaptation capability allows the appliweight
expressed in kcal per 100 units of measurement
cation to tolerate the possible inaccuracy of the heart rate
(kcal/100gr
for solids and kcal/100ml for liquids). If the
detection system. It is useful if the user decides to use a
user
is
undecided
on the menu to be prepared, he/she can
cheaper and less precise chest belt.
use
this
function
to
choose the food that better benefits to
In a human-computer interaction system the compohis/her
diet
regime.
He/she can verify what he/she has
nent more prone to errors is often the human one, our
already
eaten
in
the
previous meals and the calorie assystem improves this lack. The auto-adaptation function
sumed.
The
application
drives towards the better choice
is able to tolerate the estimation errors that the user can
than
otherwise
the
user
probably
would not perform.
commit when inserts the amounts of eaten food. The
auto-adaptation retains its validity only in the case where
this estimation error lies inside a tolerance range, other- 3.4.3 Understanding of Dietary Errors
wise the computation is repeated. The system is able to
adapt to mutable variables listed above because starting
from a default BPC, a consumption of calories between
The history functions automatically annotate the
two user weightings is estimated according to the number eaten and burned calories. These features are very imof heartbeats recorded. If the amount of intaken calories portant, especially in the ”Annual History” mode. The
is equivalent to those consumed at the time of the sec- user can see if in the past he/she has fulfilled more or
ond weighing, the user must weigh as much as the first less the diet regime that had been proposed and which of
time. Otherwise if he/she has increased/decreased weight his/her eating habits are more counterproductive. These
and the system does not detect this variation, it means functions allows the user to act with more accurate cuts on
that the estimation of calories applied to each beat is too the foods more frequently assumed and that contributing
low/high. In this case the application automatically cor- negatively to a healthy and balanced diet regime (Figure
rects the previous value to bring it closer to the real value. 2).
c 2015 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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again in the future, the user will be able to recognize them
and he will be able to react more quickly.
These storage functionality are extended also to heartbeats data. Hypothetically the doctor can be able to
detect any abnormalities of the heartbeat during normal
daily life, while doing sports or even during the sleeping
phases.

4

Figure 2: Details for foods eaten in the past.

3.5

Tracking Functions

In addition to the incentive functions a further important functionality is offered to the user. He/she can see
which diet and physical workout he/she has held in the
past. The Historical calories functions allows to check in
the past days, weeks or months how much the user has
been diligent. The Historical meals allows to understand
what eating habits have impacted the most on the diet
performance (Figure 3).

Smartphones represent the principal platforms for this
kind of applications. They are the most common device
currently used and they are considered by the people a familiar and multifunctional gadget. For these reasons the
first experimentation of our system has been started on a
iOS smartphone.
Among the results of the application it is interesting to
highlight that the users have developed a greater awareness on the food’s dosage and on the calorie weight of the
nutrients. Moreover, the users have developed a better
ability to choose dishes at time of food selection in order
to not frustrate the efforts made to change their lifestyle.
Proving the system with a sample of users for a
medium-long period of time, a good ease of use hes been
detected by the subjects. In addition they expressed a
positive opinion with respect to the type of help offered
by the application with simple and intuitive graphs like
the one shown in Figure 4.
We were initially doubtful about the choice of the chest
belt, but the majority of the users do not feel it too intrusive. They find very useful the integration with their
smartphone to which they are accustomed.
A small number of user were available to use the chest
belt also during the night. Hence we could test how the
system reacts if receives more information. Despite the
application received the heartbeats also during the night,
the error on the final computation was similar to the users
that used the chest belt only during the day.

4.1

Figure 3: Details for calories balancing in past weeks, month
and years.

The user is constantly informed about the danger of
certain lifestyles: for instance he/she can notices an increase in weight corresponding to a time of stress or to
frequent fast-food meals. If these situations will occur
EJBI – Volume 11 (2015), Issue 3

Results

Case Study

In this section we propose a case study to better understand how the system works in a real situation. Let’s consider a woman, as an example, Juliet: aged 30, 1.60m tall,
60kg of weight, working as a teacher, so with low/medium
activity index.
The first day, until the first weighing, the application
counts 2100 kcal/day and assuming 100,000 heartbeats
per day, the estimated BPC is 47.62. Juliet wears the
chest belt daily and annotates how much she eats. After
few days, the application reminds Juliet to insert a new
weight. Until now the application knows neither about
Juliet’s metabolic consumption nor her accuracy in determine how much she eats. The new weight makes the autoadaptive algorithm able to start its work. The application
knows how many heartbeats Juliet’s heart did, how many
calories she ate, and now also a weight difference from two
c 2015 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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different weighing. If the expected weight and the real
weight are the same, each parameters is correctly tuned.
Otherwise, if the real weight is different from the calculated one, some parameters are not correct. It can be the
consequence of a poor accuracy chest belt, some mistakes
made by Juliet or the BPC value used. The proposed solution implies that the auto-adaptive algorithm computes
multiple parameters (also considering hour of the day, how
many days passed from last weighing, connection-loss rate
with the chest belt and others) and proposes a new BPC
correct value. This value will be used until next weighing, when will be adjusted again. This happen for every
weighing. The estimated BPC value becoming each time
more faithful to the real one. Julia should just remember
to enter the eaten foods and any mistakes that can be
made in this phase will be offset by the correction of the
BPC.

After the weighing she annotates the new value and
check s the situation, for instance:
(i) For 5 days she introduces 3.000Kcal/day, keeping 100.000 heartbeats. Her weight is grown of
585gr.
(ii) For 5 days she introduces 1.800Kcal/day, but
double the heartbeats with more physical activity. Her weight is decreased of 1.558gr.
In both cases the BPC used was correct and Juliet
detects the same weight variation on the balance.
(b) Juliet detects a different weight variation on the balance compared to the value indicated by the application. It means that the initial estimate BPC was
not correct. In that case the application detects the
error and adjusts the value for the next computation.

5

Figure 4: Details for foods eaten in the past.

Juliet can decide to wear the chest belt also during the
night. However, in few days (e.g., 5 day later in this example) the application learns the Juliet lifestyle and two
different situations may occur:
(a) Juliet has eaten more (or less) than she needed and
has kept constant (or varied) the physical activity.
As a result, she has put on weight (or lose weight).
c 2015 EuroMISE s.r.o.

Discussion

Mobile applications to monitor vital signs and subject health status are definitely an interest area, so as to
draw the interest of the FDA. The agency has recently
published a set of guidelines [10] to improve the functionality and the interfaces of these applications. mHealth is
an emerging and rapidly developing field and it is appropriate to devote a paragraph to assess the nature of the
proposed system.
As defined by the European union regulations [11], mobile health covers medical and public health practice supported by mobile devices. The legislation still includes
applications such as lifestyle and well being applications
that may connect to medical devices or sensors. While the
Italian legislation [12] transposing EU directive [13] considers a medical device an instrument used in medicine
for diagnostic and/or therapeutic purposes: ”any instrument, apparatus, appliance, material or other product,
whether used alone or in combination, including the software necessary for its proper functioning, intended by the
manufacturer to be used for human beings for the purpose of diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment or
alleviation of disease”.
Up to now cardio chest belts are not completely considered medical devices and we do not consider the proposed
application a clinical-medical device. For this reason it
has not been submitted to a large-scale clinical trial, but
we use a sample of users to verify the system.
The verification performed could still be useful if in a
near future a certification process will be required in order
to mark the system as a medical device. For us the test
shown in the previous section highlights the real potential of the system. Considering the potential of these new
technologies and the forecasts made by PwC and GSMA
[14], which indicate that in 2017 mHealth could potentially save a total of e 99 billion in healthcare costs in
the EU, we believe that the certification path will soon be
mandatory.
EJBI – Volume 11 (2015), Issue 3
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Conclusions

The application presented is a motivational application that helps the user to keep a healthier lifestyle. The
system has been developed using commercial software and
simple hardware solutions. It makes the user able to monitor his/her cardiac performance and food habit, in order to estimate the calories balance during all day. The
user inserts the amount of food that he/she ate using the
various available functions and the system calculates the
calories intake that these foods have led to the subject.
Knowing the heart activity and the food eaten it is possible to calculate the calorie balance. In practice, it determines the difference between the calories that the person
has acquired through intaken food and those who he/she
consumed conducting normal activities or workout (in addition to the basal metabolism).
Then it presents the possibility for the user to access
the cardiac and metabolic data and the related historical
values. The user can use these information to establish the
effectiveness of the diet and the lifestyle adopted. Indeed
with these values the conditions with which the user can
obtain most benefits are immediately identifiable and the
corrections on the diet and/or on the physical activities
may be taken.
The main feature of the system is the ability to autoadapt the computation, following the user lifestyle change.
This characteristic protects the application from any errors that can be occur. An Incentive Function gives to the
user immediate feedback on energy balance and it represents the main motivational features.
The whole system continues pushing the user to do
his/her best to maintain negative the daily amount of
calories stored. An exhausting commitment as a diet is
tackled in a better way if it’s seen as a daily game, as this
application aims to do.
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